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Bring us in to your organization to facilitate career &
leadership content. We curate content from scratch or

take an idea that you already have. 



Cover Letter Writing

We will unpack how to leverage job search tools such as LinkedIn, the
Occupational Outlook Handbook, and more to discover career pathways.
We will help you strategies how to develop and leverage connections
within organizations. The knowledge and tools shared will allow
participants to be equipped to manage the job search process throughout
their entire careers!

We will teach participants about professional identity. Participants will
learn about the NACE competencies and how to engage their everyday
professional life with a brand specific to each participant's individual
career identity that fits the expectations of their respective organization
and career pathway.

WORKSHOP
GUIDE

This session will help participants explore their own career pathway
according to concepts that focus on intrinsic characteristics. During this
session participants will see how their strengths, skills, interests, values,
and personality impact their lifelong career decision making.

Let's explore principles of servant leadership and how this concept can be
implemented into any organizational setting.  Learn how authenticity and
humility challenge individuals to develop and implement the servant
leadership model through 4 domains: Heart, Head, Hands, & Habits

Essentials for a Successful Job Search

Accelerate your Career by Enhancing your Personal Brand

5 Keys to the Career Development Cycle

4 H's to Being an Effective Leader in your Organization

Having a winning resume is critical for the job search process. This course
will help you gain the confidence and skills needed to write your resume
based on your career goals.

Writing a Winning Resume



Cover Letter Writing

The interview process can seem like a challenging undertaking. Interviews
themselves can take on many forms, and with organizations being diverse,
there could be plenty things that an interviewer needs to consider and
prepare for prior to the big day. This workshop will help you develop a
winning strategy for your interview.

Are you a student or someone looking to enter the workforce? Well this
workshop will teach you about the competencies needed to be successful
in any industry. Learn how concepts such as critical thinking, digital
technology, and  intercultural fluency impact the nature of the work you
do.

WORKSHOP
GUIDE

The Winning Interview Strategy

Level Up: Career Readiness Competencies

For students or those who are new to the workforce this workshop will be
helpful to explore careers using fundamental assessment tools.  Self
reflection is critical for career decision making.  Values, Skills, and Interest
assessment give great opportunity for self reflection and discovery for
career opportunity.

Navigating Your Career With Values, Interests,
& Skills

Starting a business can provide many benefits for professionals. 
 Entrepreneurship can  you are looking to find ways to increase your
earnings, diversify your skill set or looking for become a full time business
owner.

Entrepreneurship for Professionals


